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About This Content

The Runaway Kid is not out of trouble yet as he enters the Lady's private residence. Escaping the shadow enemies summoned by
The Lady and solving deadly puzzles will be the only way to survive this luxurious house of dread. Armed only with his

flashlight The Kid will have to repel the nightmarish illusions and dodge the traps set in the twisted library. As he walks to meet
his fate, The Kid will shed light on the darkest secrets of The Maw…
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Cool new VR game that showcases good use of the technology instead of just tacking the VR label on an otherwise 3D game.

When I first started it up and played the shooting tutorial, it reminded me of the Star Trek TNG scenes where the crew was
phaser training on the holodeck. But it was me controlling things - an awesome experience. Took a little time to get the
movement controls down, but with a little patience was able to start controlling drone movement just fine using the default
methodology. The developer has added additional movement methodologies, so try those out of you experience trouble with the
default.

Definitely worth the download.. I don't like to bash small dev team games, but this is not a good experience. The developer is
obviously interested in modeling because the island is impressive in that regard, but the gameplay is severely lacking. it feels
more like flying through an empty multiplayer map in dev mode than actually playing a game. there didn't seem to be any sound
aside from a couple of music tracks. The game is basically an unfinished benchmark program. Only play if the graphics alone
are of great interest to you. the translation issues are the least of problems here.. Your family just cannot keep out of
supernatural trouble. This time, it is your niece who needs your help. Seems that all the teachers at her boarding school have
vanished and the other children are acting very strange. Seems the former mansion might be haunted\u2026

Plot is entertaining, HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Probably should purchase in the bundle. (When they add it
to the bundle\u2026)
. A very good yuri VN that requires the player to be observant and apply some detective skills. One of my favourite things is the
score, especially the piano-driven tracks that play at certain times. It compliments the art style so well too.

The characters are also well written and (for the most part) likeable. The protagonist is quite timid, but she's clever and
empathetic. I never really found her behavior frustrating. The romance scenes take some work to get to, but they're very nice.

If I had to give some complaints, there's still a few typos and errors in the translation at the time I'm writing this. Also, some of
the choices don't make a whole lot of sense. For example, choosing option 1 at a certain point might improve the relationship
potential for character A, despite there being no logical reason why it's relevant at all.

Another thing people may not initially realise - this is actually just part 1 of a 4 game series. The game still follows it's own
dramatic arc, but the ending doesn't come with total closure.. One of my favourite childhood games. Dont buy. This game looks
like a crappy port of a Mobile game that was developed in less then a week. A.I. Brain dead, Game more then likely stole assets,
And physics are too drifty in circuit races.

Here's a video I made on it.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PUbnESd9duU. The gameplay is really fun but the motion blur is blinding as hell and
hampered my enjoyment. If this could be patched to remove motion blur and unlock framerate then I would jump back in
happily. From what I played though, the gameplay is really fun and challenging. Music is fantastic too.. Cry Engine is the easiest
All-In-One Engine i have used.
I highly recommend it.
It needs a lot of learning, but it is worth of your time.
Im really mad about all the negative reviews.
You have to realize that this kind of engine needs much time to learn even the basics.
There is the FreeSDK to try if you dont want to buy subscription.
Download
But it is only 9,90\u20ac to create your ideas in to a game.
I could tell so much about the awesome features, but this video explains it all better than me.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=UMJtY3O7UNc

. Though it should be cheaper now, this expansion should greatly enhance your experience in multiplayer with a new koth-esque
mode, where you capture a central point, and the captor of this point becomes the dreadnaught. the dreadnaught wreaks havoc
amonsgt the enemies, and is frankly, the most satisfying close combat experience. On a side note, most non-flying enemies will
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have to run or die by the giant metal box.
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3\/10 as a game. 6\/10 if this were a Which Way book.

I wanted to like this game. Someone recommended that if I like SPAZ and\/or FTL, two of my favorite games, I'd like this
game, but it's nothing like them. It very quickly became apparent that there was nothing at all to this game, but I played for a
few more hours just in case I was missing something. I wasn't. It's like pulling a lever on a slot machine. So if you like pulling a
lever on a slot machine, you'll love this game. If you like strategy, there's none to be had in Weird Worlds.

Note: If you look at the play time on the positive reviews, they actually played less than I did. So they say they like it, but not
enough to actually play it.. Visual Novel with auto-save function only is an heresy!
Give me true save slots,thanks ^^
And Skip All too...like every good VN do.
On the bright side artwork is pretty.. PROS:
+ cute art style
+ placement puzzles
+ available puzzles from other players

CONS:
- timing puzzles
- no actual replayability
- gets repetitive after a while

Comment:
A cute game with nice art style but gimmicky puzzles. This game is casual on some levels while merciless in others. The
fact that it is clearly a mobile game for touchscreens is apparent from the UI as well as puzzles. I will not hold this fact
against it though because it works well on PC, even going as far as integrating Steamworks. This grants the game a
possibly endless array of user-created levels. Sadly one of the achievements is to create a level and publish it and so
Steamworks is flooded with low-quality levels. This means the good ones are harder to find. I picked this up on a sale
and you should too unless you are a big fan of these kind of games.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this review you can find more on the Curator page or in my Review Corner.. I honestly wasn't expecting
much, but SoulCraft is just fun enough to play in short bursts. It is very easy to pick up and put down being that the
average quests takes 3 to 5 minutes to complete. The crafting system and items\/equipment aren't nearly as fleshed out
as most other hack n' slash rpgs, but they add a decent enough touch. The game does get very repetitive though. There
aren't many level designs and after killing the same 5 mob types for an hour boredom will start to set in.

Don't expect an epic Titan Quest type adventure, but for $4.00 it's worth it for the short mindless pick-up and go
sessions. So glad there's a sequel! Great attention to detail - a lot of nice small touches.. I like how the game was
developed. Great puzzle game, however , way TOO HARD! Its unfortunate because this has some real potential. Since I
bought it for 99c I wasn't too upset, but I can't finish it. Sad..... This was a blast. It's fun visiting all of the cool places
with people. The only thing I would recommend for the devs is in the smooth locomotion mode to make it "hand based"
orientation like Onward does it as opposed to "head based" turning. It makes me feel a bit off when I turn my head
while moving forward and my direction changes. If dev is reading check out the difference in Arizona Sunshine's new
locomotion update to see what I am talking about. I would also recommend slowing the forward locomotion down 20%
or so.
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